
The YETI TANK™ is armored to hold the cold like no other ice bucket. Translation: your next backyard bash, 
fish fry, tailgate celebration, awkward family get-together or outdoor soiree will stay wilder, longer. Our patented 
insulation will keep everything frosty as long as you need to get the job done, while the nearly bombproof 
rotomolded design and military-grade nylon handles let you carry it into action over and over, wherever 
ice-cold beverages and merriment are needed. 

Take your party to the next level with the YETI TANK Lids. These hardworking lids will work triple-duty at your 
next to-do, locking in the cold, adding a seat to the circle, and offering a great cutting surface. We'd suggest
not using those last two features at the same time.

NOT YOUR ORDINARY ICE BUCKET

TANK™ 85    25½”  25½”    19½”   20.6   80lbs      96       20 lbs    1 keg
Shipper    27”     27”       21”          21 lbs

TANK™ 45     21”   21”       16½”    10.5   40lbs       52        15 lbs       
Shipper     21⅓”  21⅓”    21½”           16 lbs

TANK™ 85 Lid    21”     21”       ⅜”            3 lbs
Shipper    21⅜”  21½”  ⅝”            4 lbs

TANK™ 45 Lid    17”     17”  ⅜”          4.5 lbs
Shipper     17½”  17½”  ⅝”            5 lbs
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High tenacity fabric is waterproof and resistant to
punctures and UV rays. Liner is also anti-microbial,
mildew resistatant, and FDA food-grade

The ultimate waterproof,
airtight closure

Offering far superior cold-holding
to ordinary soft coolers

Keeps drinks cold to the last sipMade with durable kitchen-grade
18/8 stainless steel

Keeps fingers dry and un-frostbit

Chills ice and contents faster and 
helps keep your ice colder, longer

Designed to withstand the toughest
of bumps, tumbles, and thuds

Custom shape allows surface area
to help freeze contents faster

No puddles to drain, just toss
it back in your freezer

1 slim
quarter keg


